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POAL
has been
undergoing a
major period
of change
as we seek
to redesign
our business
to equip
ourselves for
the future.

The part of this work that has attracted
the most attention publicly has been the
proposed change to the shift and roster
system at our container terminal, and of
course the industrial dispute that arose
out of that. At its heart the change is
intended to make us a more efficient,
more customer focussed organisation.
For example, we want to better match
labour demand with supply so ships
are worked as soon as they berth, and
also to lift productivity so we can reduce
turnaround time. While this is still a work in
progress, around a third of the stevedoring
workforce at our terminal is working the
new system, and it is beginning to show
results. There is plenty happening behind
the scenes too. We have made changes
to our management structure to refocus
our leadership team on providing the best
service to our customers, and on creating

a value-driven culture with a focus on
continuous improvement and innovation.
There are some new faces leading the
organisation at all levels, with three new
General Managers and a number of
other changes at both senior and middle
management levels.

involved in helping us understand what is
required to build a system that provides
a seamless service and will meet their
current and future needs while improving
our own internal efficiency.

We have reviewed our internal processes
to make sure they meet the needs of
today’s customers. This has meant some
changes to our departmental structure
including the introduction of a dedicated
customer service team whose job is to
reduce errors and enhance the customer
experience.

We’re a city port, which means we deal
with the same sort of pressures faced
by city ports worldwide, finding the right
balance between commercial activity and
public amenity. So we’ve been assessing
how we get the absolute maximum out
of our existing land area, to cater for
future growth without the need for major
expansion. The results of this work is now
available.

Supporting these changes, we are in
the process of upgrading our terminal
operations system to ensure we have
the technological support that can adapt
to future needs. Many customers will be

We believed that to best serve our
customers and stakeholders we needed
some transformational change. The
journey is well underway and it is an
exciting one filled with possibilities.

We are not the only ones innovating at our port: in what is believed
to be a World First, our partners NZ Customs have introduced a
‘state of the art mobile, telescopic conveyor system’ which they
expect will halve container inspection time. This is great news
– for Customs, for us, for our customers and for local Auckland
company Rotech Equipment which supplied the system.

Tony Gibson
CEO Ports of
Auckland
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The new conveyor system is located in the
Customs building at Ports of Auckland
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Operations Review

Towards the end of 2012, after an extended customer consultation period,
POAL confirmed that effective 1 February 2013, export containers without a
CEDO (Customs Export Delivery Order) two hours prior to the vessels ETA, will be
removed from the load list. There was also confirmation of a fee for reinstatement
– should that be possible – and for storage costs should the container need to roll
to a subsequent vessel when a new CEDO would be required.

Off The
Load List
A month after implementation, POAL
Manager Commercial Relationships, Matt
Kidman, points out that this is not a new
policy as such but rather a crackdown
in response to the negative impact that
containers without CEDOs have on
productivity rates at POAL.
“We’ve had the ‘No CEDO/No Load’
policy at POAL for three years but we’ve
not been as strict on its implementation
as we intend to be now. That’s because if
everyone complies, we can improve our
productivity and everyone’s a winner.”
He reminds customers that CEDO is an
international Customs requirement for
exporters to complete and comply with.
“It’s not a POAL rule, it’s not the shipping
04

“In an effort to limit the additional container rehandling and delays to cargo
operations, we need to ensure greater discipline regarding the timely
application of CEDOs. For all these reasons, leaving containers on the load
list in the hope they will get a CEDO while the ship is working, is a business
practice we are no longer willing to allow” asserts Matt Kidman.

lines’ rule, it’s a Customs rule however
we as the port company MUST enforce
the CEDO rule.”
He explains that POAL’s determined
focus on constant improvement to
berth productivity has highlighted
the noticeable impact that containers
without CEDOs have on vessel
productivity: “Some 53% of our
vessels are operationally impacted by
the lack of CEDO. For example, with
the increased rate of twin-lifting at
POAL, we get a container set up as a
twin lift load and no CEDO arrives so
we have to split the pair, find another
eligible single container to replace
it and to pair up before moving the
containers to the hook”.
He also points to how containers
without CEDOs cause major
disruptions to work patterns and vessel
load plans: “They require additional
yard moves because the CEDO-less
box has to be removed from the Stack
to avoid restriction on crane moves
from that location”.
He says that as well as adding further
costs to POAL’s operation, the noshow CEDO also seriously impedes the
Port’s ability to turn round customers’
ships in the fastest possible timeframe.

The CEDO Business Rules

NZ$250 per container + GST will
apply for such a request.

Customers have been reminded of the
reinforced CEDO Business Rules for
export FCL containers which also apply to
trans-ship and empty containers without
ontime CEDOs:
•

•

b) Retain the export container at
the terminal for loading onto a
subsequent vessel (whether CEDO
has arrived late or not at all). A new
CEDO will be required for the new
export vessel. If stored for more
than seven days from date of gatein, export demurrage will apply at
NZ$45 per TEU per day + GST.

With immediate effect, an export
container without a CEDO two hours
prior to the vessel’s ETA will be
removed from the load list.
With approval from the vessel
operator, the cargo owner may:
a) Reinstate the container to the load
list if the CEDO is received late and
IF the container CAN operationally
be planned to the vessel. A fee of

•

Unless specified, charges will be
levied directly with cargo owner
(shipper or nominated agent).

While the enforced rules have only been
effective since 1 February this year,

they are showing early positive results
according to Matt Kidman: “We are
starting to see positive results – including
from former ‘repeat offenders’ which
shows that the message is getting
through that everyone benefits from
compliance to the rule because it enables
sustained improvement in crane rates and
productivity with faster ship turnaround.
“We regret the need to implement such
tight controls however there is ongoing
pressure on POAL to improve productivity
and we are determined to remove every
impediment to that goal to provide the
most efficient and fastest service to
our customers”.
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New
Appointments
At Poal

Port News

New Bunker Shipz
Takes POAL Into Ship
Management
Already the 50% owner of bunker
vessel the Awanuia, Ports of Auckland
has embarked on a brand new venture
that sees it take on 100% ownership
of newly formed subsidiary Bunker
Shipz Ltd. As the name implies, the
new company will provide crewing and
management services to the Seafuels
bunker vessel Awanuia.
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Newly appointed Bunker Shipz Managing
Director and Director of the Seafuels and
North Tugs Joint Venture, Wayne Mills, is
excited about this new opportunity to help
establish the new Bunker Shipz subsidiary
and position it as an indispensable link in
the Supply Chain. He confirms that among

other opportunities provided by the
formation of Bunker Shipz, it effectively
makes POAL a ship management
company:
“This is a major opportunity for POAL. It
gives us the inhouse capability to manage
other ships should we wish to diversify
down that path in the future.”
He says that the Z Energy and Seafuels,
bunkering services offered at the port will
continue to be provided by the Awanuia,
but from now on the operation will be
under Bunker Shipz management.
While Bunker Shipz is 100% POAL
owned, the port company and Pacific

Basin Shipping, retain their 50/50 holdings
in Seafuels which continues its long term
charter for the Awanuia which in turn,
remains on long term charter to Z Energy.
“As the new ship operator, we’ve
employed the crew – in fact they’ve all
come over from the PB Sea-Tow operation
to join Bunker Shipz and operate the
Awanuia where it is very much business as
usual” explains Wayne Mills. He observes
that operating an oil tanker is a little more
complicated than a standard ship to run:
“So we’re very proud to have the staff and
the skills to undertake this new venture”.
He reports that at the height of the
2013 cruise ship season, the Awanuia
is extremely busy right now. POAL’s
refuelling service for cruise ships is vital for
the Port to retain and increase the number
of calls from the international cruise lines
calling Auckland. “This is a very important
part of POAL’s business. Most cruise
ships only carry two weeks’ fuel supply
and the ability to access refuelling services
in Auckland is an important incentive for
them to continue calling here” says
Wayne Mills.
He confirms that outside of the
Marsden Point refinery, Auckland is now
the ONLY NZ port to be offering the
preferred 380cst fuel option to customers,
a big improvement on the alternative
180cst offering.

Changes arising from the organisational design
programme at Ports of Auckland bring some new
appointments and promotions. From 1 April, Wayne
Mills, current role as General Manager Multi-Cargo &
Marine will end. As Managing Director, he takes the
helm at POAL’s new start-up Bunker Shipz (see pg
6) while retaining his directorship of POAL’s Seafuels
and North Tugz Joint Venture. At Multi-Cargo,
Justin Maddock moves from Customer Systems &
Support Manager to another newly created position –
Operations Manager – running the thriving MultiCargo operation. Handling break-bulk, bulk, liquids,
vehicles and containers, Multi-Cargo operates over
Marsden, Captain Cook, Freyberg, Jellicoe, Wynyard
and Bledisloe wharves where it handles car carriers,
container ships, multi-purpose vessels, bulkers, ro ro’s
and conventional reefer ships.

Wayne Mills

Justin Maddock

Taking over from Ben Chrystall as General Manager
Infrastructure & Property is Alistair Kirk who was
previously in Civil Engineering at the port. Replacing
Alistair is Rosie Mercer who joins POAL from Beca,
an Australasian engineering consultancy group.
Chris Boxall, formerly Marketing Assistant has
become Marketing Executive with responsibility for all
matters Marketing at the port where he is also prime
source for market intelligence.

Alistair Kirk

Chris Boxall
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POAL in the
Community

Constantine’s studies show that this
species spends much of its time less than
10M below the surface where the whales
are vulnerable to being hit by ships.

Whale Watch

Looking Out
For Our
Neighbours

With an excellent track record for
environmental management, POAL is
also engaged in marine conservation
work in its prime catchment of the
Hauraki Gulf.
A major coastal feature of the North
Island, the Hauraki Gulf is thought to
be an important feeding and breeding
area for Bryde’s Whales (pronounced
Brooders). Bryde’s whales inhabit the
north-eastern coast of the North Island,
with the 4,000 sqkm Hauraki Gulf central
to their range. While not endangered
worldwide, with a population estimated
at over 100,000, the New Zealand
population is considered to be small,
perhaps around 200 individuals.
University of Auckland researchers and
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Department of Conservation (DOC) have
identified vessel strike as one of the main
human threats to the whales, with the
death rate from ship strike estimated at
two Bryde’s whales a year. All of the 1500
or so ships visiting Ports of Auckland
pass through the Hauraki Gulf.
POAL and the shipping industry have
been working with the University of
Auckland, DOC, Maritime NZ (MNZ)
and the Hauraki Gulf Forum to protect
these whales from ship strikes. POAL
representatives on this working group
are Wayne Mills, Managing Director,
Bunker Shipz and Nigel Meek, Shipping
Operations Manager.
Leading research into the Whales at
the University of Auckland, Dr Rochelle

As Wayne Mills explains, POAL’s focus is
on preventing ships from hitting whales:
“Our shipping line customers are on
board with the idea of creating defined
shipping lanes in the Hauraki Gulf. We are
currently discussing this idea with MNZ,
and if implemented it would narrow the
area over which commercial shipping
travels, leaving most of the Hauraki Gulf
ship-free.”
What is already in place is the ‘Hauraki
Gulf Large Whale Warning System’, under
which all Hauraki Gulf users – including
DOC and Whale Watch vessels – report
whale sightings to POAL Harbour Control.
“We in Harbour Control then broadcast
the position of the whale sightings by VHF
to all inbound and outbound commercial
shipping transiting the Hauraki Gulf, as
well as other vessels. We also send direct
messages to individual Ships Masters
who use this information to make whale
avoidance decisions” explains Nigel
Meek.
Shipping lines have agreed to post
additional lookouts when transiting the
Hauraki Gulf and when they receive a
warning, reduce speed or alter course to
avoid areas where whale sightings have
been reported. Lines have further agreed
that as a general rule they will reduce
speed in the Gulf when schedules permit.
POAL has also allocated funding to
support further Auckland University
research into the Hauraki whales.

POAL
PUBLIC
BOAT
TOURS
In its continuous engagement
with the local Auckland community,
Ports of Auckland runs free boat
tours on most Tuesdays.
Operated for POAL by harbour
cruise company, 360 Discovery,
the hour-long tours on the
Waitemata Harbour, give the public
an opportunity to view POAL’s
operations from the sea.
Visitors are taken alongside the
container terminals where they
can see the big cranes and other
machinery at work. The tour
boat weaves in and out of the
commercial wharves, while an
informative commentary explains
how each area operates.
Bookings are essential.
To enquire about available dates
and reserve your place, head
to www.360discovery.co.nz or
telephone 360 Discovery on
09 307 8005.

“We are currently awaiting advice on that
research which will primarily focus on how
we can mitigate further ship strike to our
local whales” says Wayne Mills.
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No more
soft options for
Maersk
In a new series about Ports of
Auckland’s shipping line customers,
we talk to Maersk Line NZ Country
Manager, Julian Bevis about how the
Line has dealt with the key challenges
of 2012/13 and the way they have
impacted on Maersk Line in the New
Zealand trade.
Interconnect: 2013 started better for
Maersk Line than 2012?
Julian Bevis: “Correct. By early 2012
Maersk Line was losing money at a rate
that was unacceptable. With a clear
focus on getting the organisation back
to the point where it was making money,
we returned to positive territory by year
end although, we still weren’t making an
adequate return on our cost of capital. In
an asset-heavy business like ours, we are
looking for a 10% return or thereabouts.
Int: So what helped the recovery?
JB: “We introduced a number of cost
saving and further efficiency raising
initiatives. For example, we took our

vessels out of the Tasman trade where
there was more capacity than demand; we
continued with slow steaming on specific
trades; we decided not to build any new
reefer containers in 2013; we implemented
some significant rate increases on major
trades and most of them were successful.
In October we announced a substantial
increase in our reefer rates from 1 January
2013 – not only on the NZ trade but around
the world and across all commodities.
Int: That was a hefty hike – USD$1,500
on base freight rates per 40ft reefer. The
peak export season is underway; has
the reefer rate increase succeeded and
have other lines followed your lead?
JB: “First of all, the increases we’re
talking about are really only restoration to
rate levels of five years ago. Most of our
customers understand our motivation;
some have found cheaper rates elsewhere.
Some lines will follow us and others may
not. I can tell you that the order books
for reefer containers around the world
(and Maersk is in that business as well

of course) are pretty dry which would
indicate that other lines are feeling the
same pinch and so, whether they follow
us right now on the reefer rate increase or
not – our view is that everyone will have to
eventually because the rates are too low
and simply unsustainable.
Int: Conventional reefer operators
are claiming that they are converting
business back from the container lines
from shippers disenchanted with higher
rates and longer transits due to slow
steaming:
JB: “If you look at the transit time facts you
will see conventional operators advertising
eg, 32 days transit NZ/Northern Europe
as compared with Maersk’s 36 day transit
however, ours includes the South Island
transit but theirs doesn’t. What matters is
the overall transit time and the reliability
which is what customers want and Maersk
is in the top one or two for reliability on
all trades. Also too let’s remember that
conventional reefer is great for frozen but
not necessarily for chilled product.
Int: The peak season will bring its usual
set of challenges and no Maersk Line
extra-loaders to bring a capacity buffer
this year?
JB: “Correct; in previous seasons we’ve
tried various ways of running extra loaders
in a way that made a return but we’ve been
unable to achieve that and so regretfully
and with good notice, we discontinued
the programme and so have others which
would underline the point that the rates are
not remunerative. Meanwhile our 2013 short
term challenge and high priority is the NZ
peak export season; we’ve been through it
all before, we have everything necessary in
place to provide the capacity, the equipment,
the regularity of service for our customers –
specifically our reefer customers – over the
next three to four months.

Int: Maersk Line withdrew its dedicated
transTasman service ships last year and
now you’ve pulled out of the Tahiti/NZ
trade. Does this mean Maersk Line is in
reverse on the NZ trade?
JB: Not at all! It does mean that we want
to ensure profitability on a sustainable
basis and also sends the message that
services cannot be taken for granted –
they have to pay their way. Simply, we tried
every which way to make money on the
French Polynesian service but we couldn’t
so, reluctantly we pulled out.
Int: Shipping lines’ ‘relationships’
generally look like being challenged in
2013 in NZ?

‘With shipping
margins squeezed
as they are today,
economy of scale is
only achieved when
lines cooperate in
vessel sharing and
other operational
agreements.’

JB: Yes a key challenge looming for us
this year is couched in the legislative
environment in which we operate in
NZ. With shipping margins squeezed
as they are today, economy of scale is
only achieved when lines can cooperate
in vessel sharing and other operational
agreements. They enable us to meet the
capacity requirements for NZ exports and
to fill the ship to the gunnels – which we
must do in today’s market to make a dollar.
However there are moves to stem such
co-operation by regulating shipping line
competition via the Commerce Act which
we do not believe would be good for the
shipping lines or anyone else including our
customers and the ports.”

Julian Bevis,
Maersk Line NZ Country Manager
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The Supply Chain

Building supply
chain strategies
of the future

After identifying a ‘clear gap in
New Zealand’s Supply Chain
management talent pipeline’,
Auckland University Business
School and a group of Captains
of Industry and Supply Chain
management collaborated on the
design of a dynamic new course
called The Strategic Supply Chain
Management Programme.

POAL & ITS SUPPLY CHAIN ROLE

Professor Tava Olsen, Chair of Logistics
and Supply Chain Management.

Working closely on the design of the
Programme with Ivan Moss, Director of
Executive Education at the University of
Auckland Business School and Professor
Tava Olsen, current incumbent of the
Professorial Chair of Logistics and Supply
Chain Management, NZ industry advisors
include executives from The Warehouse,
DHL Excel and Fonterra.
The Programme is designed for Supply
Chain-related managers to assist them to
become the next generation of strategic
Supply Chain leaders. According to Ivan
Moss, the Programme is unique in NZ:
“A lot of other NZ courses are what I’d
describe as ‘foundational’ or else they
are general leadership and management
programmes such as the MBA. Our
Programme is specifically for Supply
Chain executives who drive strategy
and improvements. Typically they will
be mid-career experienced managers
who have had a minimum of five years
industry experience and at least two
12

years in Supply Chain, Logistics and/
or Procurement roles. They will have the
potential to progress to a senior Supply
Chain role within five years.”
A 10-month part-time study programme
in five modules of three days each, the
Programme caters for 12-18 students.
The Modules:
1: Business Strategy, Supply Chain
Strategy & Value Creation.
2: Supply Chain Transformation – building
& implementing the case for change.
3: Networks & Collaboration – the key
enablers of Supply Chain performance.
4: Supply Chain transformation –
optimising Supply Chain performance
5: Strategy Into Action: Operational
opportunities.
To see the very different Supply Chains
in action and how they work to fit the
purpose of different company types,
the Programme includes site visits to

organisations like Zespri, the Waikato
DHB (District Health Board) and Gallagher
Group the multi-million dollar Kiwi
company with an extensive distribution
network in over 30 countries.
COLLABORATION IS KEY TO AN
EFFICIENT SUPPLY CHAIN
Ivan Moss explains that core elements
in the Programme highlight the need
for excellence in an organisation’s
Supply Chain information flow as well
as the ability to share that information:
“Collaboration is key to an efficient
Supply Chain. I don’t want to be part of
an inefficient Supply Chain that’s let down
by inefficient partners. If I’m an exporter,
it’s in my interest that the shipping line I
use is working efficiently and being used
efficiently; if my container is moving on a
half empty ship, I know that’s no good for
me whereas if it’s moving on a full ship
then that’s got to be good for me –
I should get a better price at least!
I don’t want to ship on an inefficient

network so how can I work with the
shipping line to make it a more viable
operation to make it better for all of us
in the chain? This is where collaboration
really matters.” These issues are
addressed in Modules 2, 3 and 4.
It is also vital on the IT front and shipping
in particular has lagged behind on IT
development. Ivan Moss points to NZ
company Dairy Transport Logistics that
carries out domestic land transport
for shipping wholesaler consolidator
Kotahi: ‘DTL is a great example of the
strategic use of IT and its clever use to
create value. In the Company’s work on
improving truck movement efficiency,
they’ve achieved major Supply Chain
innovation all by using smart information
– smart business models for efficiency
and creating a neutral IT platform for
interacting and engaging with
all partners”.

Ivan Moss, Director Executive Education,
Auckland University Business School.

THE STRATEGIC SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME WILL BE
REPEATED IN 2014
With good support for the first
Programme, Ivan Moss says the Strategic
Supply Chain Management Programme
will be repeated in 2014 starting in the
first Quarter: “We are very pleased with
the support we’ve had for the Programme
from industry on all fronts – we’ve had
Ports of Auckland sponsorship for the
Professorial Chair, we’ve had valuable
assistance and advice from Supply Chain
executives and others and many of these
leading organisations have sent members
of their staff on the Programme”.
Students on the foundation 2013
Programme are from both public and
private sectors from such organisations
as DB Breweries, Foodstuffs, NZ
Defence Force, Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare, Fonterra, Top Energy and
Ports of Auckland.

On the 2013 Programme, POAL Marketing
Executive Chris Boxall considers the
relevance of such a Programme to a port
company: “Ports are natural sites for
transhipment, transferring goods between
different marine transport or interfacing
between sea, road and rail. As an export
and import port we play a major role in
gathering and managing the use
of information.
“For me, this is a great opportunity to
understand the Supply Chain and those of
our customers, how we fit into the Chain,
the role we play and the impact we have
on our partners in the Supply Chain. The
port is so often the co-ordinator for a
cluster of involved parties from shipping
line to trucking company, to rail operator
to Government Agency. (I’d like to see
more from each of those sectors on
the Programme). Today more than ever
before, the port is an integral part of the
Supply Chain.”
For his individual draft business case for
Supply Chain improvement opportunities
at the Port, Chris Boxall is tackling
the challenging goal of Increasing Rail
Throughput at Ports of Auckland. “I’ll be
analysing why we want to increase rail
substantially through the Port, why that
hasn’t happened to date, how we can
work to achieve this goal and the impact
such increased rail use would have”
he explains.
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Market Round Up

News
& Views
on New
Zealand
Shipping
Trades
DID YOU KNOW:
The 17th World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland
in January identified that
minor improvements by every
country to two key Supply
Chain barriers would increase
global trade by 15% or
USD$1.6 trillion. On that ‘to do’
list was: improving inadequate
infrastructure and adopting
modern communications
technology such as electronic
freight releases and by
streamlining and simplifying
border administration
procedures.

Pacific Carriers Form
New Shipping Line
The launch of new shipping line
Greater Pacific Shipping (GPS)
and the introduction of a new
service between New Zealand and
Tahiti followed Maersk’s recently
announced withdrawal from the
NZ/Tahiti trade effective end of
April, the December receivership
of Reef Shipping in NZ and the
subsequent purchase by Matson of
Reef’s four vessels and some 1,500
containers. This brings Matson
back into the South Pacific where
the Line says it will operate alone
and not in any VSAs.
In an apparent counter move, three
long established South Pacific
operators Pacific Direct Line (PDL – a
PIL subsidiary), Sofrana Unilines, and
Swire Shipping, are launching Greater
Pacific Shipping (GPS) as a partnership
‘to provide dedicated liner shipping
services between NZ, Australia, the
Pacific Islands and French Polynesia’.
Coincidentally, PDL, a former slotcharterer on Maersk’s NZ/Tahiti service,
is launching its own replacement

service with a chartered R Class ship
from PIL. PDL Managing Director
Olivier Ravel says the 800TEU capacity
Southern Trader will operate fortnightly
between Auckland and Papeete from
the first week of May 2013. “We remain
committed to Tahiti which we have
serviced directly since 1992. We are
happy that this vessel type is perfectly
suited to the Pacific Island trades. She
has a service speed of 16 knots which
is sufficient to maintain our 14 day
schedule” he said.

K+N launches reefer LCL

rated most improved with a reliability

LOGISTICS giant Kuehne + Nagel is
breaking new ground in reefer ocean
freight, with the launch of less-thancontainer load (LCL) reefer services.

performance level improvement of 11%.

Fairplay reports that the Group has
introduced the new LCL product on two
European export routes to the Far East
and Southeast Asia where it is offering
the service for both chilled and frozen
product.

by Hamburg Sud. After an all-time high

Fairplay says this is believed to be the first
true reefer consolidation service in the
maritime cargo sector today. Germany’s
DHL Global Forwarding introduced an
LCL service operated with 40ft reefer
containers in 2011, but only for a higher
temperature spectrum of 12-17 degrees
Celsius (‘Cool LCL service’).
Fairplay forecasts that ‘Container lines
will be watching the K+N initiative with
keen interest because consolidation might
open up completely new cargo flows
for them. Most of the customers that
don’t have enough cargo to fill a whole
ocean container have been forced to use
airfreight services’.
K+N reportedly managed some
150,000teu last year, making it the biggest
freight forwarder in the reefer container
segment.

The analysis based on 10,000 monthly
arrivals at 200 ports across 32 trade
lanes, ranked Maersk top at 91% followed
of 79.9% in fourth quarter 2012, Drewry
Shipping Consultants reports that the
containership on-time percentage
remained in the 70-80% range for all of
2012 whereas previously it had not gone
above 69% in any quarter since Drewry
started measuring ship reliability at the
end of 2005.

Major Mergers In The Wind
Merger rumours continue to surround
China’s two largest ocean carriers, Cosco
and China Shipping Container Lines
(CSCL) which are both expected to report
significant financial losses for 2012.
After a ‘bleak’ year in container shipping,
German lines Hapag-Lloyd and Hamburg

Comings
& Goings
Among shipping and related
appointments recently announced,
Chinthaka (‘Chin’) Abeywickrama
has become the CEO of the newly
formed Netlogix, a NZ domestic
freight management service provider
that works closely with Carter Holt
Harvey on the domestic front. Chin
Abeywickrama has held a number
of shipping and transport related
positions including with Lodestar,
CHH’s international shipping coordinator. Joining him at Netlogix is
Director Paul Harper formerly of
CHH Northport and NZ Rail including
his role as Group GM Interisland
Line. The new head of Matson South
Pacific is John MacLennan formerly
head of Pacific Forum Line in NZ
which he retired from in 2009 after 28
years with the company. Following
the departure of Phil Abraham,
Steve Wright takes over as General
Manager for MSC.

Sud in December alerted the market to
a possible merger however talks have
stalled over the issue of majority interest
– the same reason merger talks failed
in 1997. There has also been comment
on the possibility of the three Japanese

Containerlines Improve Ontime
Performance

Olivier Ravel

Maersk Line retained its top performer
slot for containership schedule reliability
in 2012 according to SeaIntel but MSC

containership operators combining and
Lloyd’s List recently observed that not far
away ‘the two global South Korean lines
could be in a similar position’.

Steve Wright
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